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1WHY has BMW withdrawn its K1200S

dealer demonstrators from use, and
why can’t customers with deposits down
get their bikes until the new year?
BMW SAYS: Due to the defective
manufacturing process of a third-party
supplied component (a camshaft), BMW
Motorrad will delay customer deliveries of
the new K1200S. This means customers who
have paid deposits won’t be able to take
delivery before the end of the year.

BMW Motorrad has decided to suspend all
K1200S demonstrators until further notice,
as wear of the camshaft can cause serious
damage to the engine. It is important to note
that the quality of performance of this
component is in no way related to the design
of the K1200S engine.
TREV SAYS: BMW’s continuous testing
and evaluation programme picked up that on
some bikes the camshaft lobes were prone
to pitting on their working faces. These faces

are surface-hardened and somewhere along
the line the hardening process has failed.
The resulting pits can lead to valves not
opening fully. The worst-case scenario is
camshaft debris getting into oilways and the
oil filter, or between other lobes causing
severe damage. BMW has no option but to
replace all the offending camshafts. As a
company which prides itself on building
quality cars and bikes it must be mortified its
reputation is being tarnished this way.

2WHY is it so much heavier than other
big bikes?

MEASURED WET WEIGHT 
(FULL TANK, READY TO RIDE)
YAMAHA R1 200kg 
KAWASAKI ZX-12R 228kg 
HONDA PAN EUROPEAN 340kg (including ABS)
BMW K1200S 250kg 

TREV SAYS: Pushing it around it feels
heavier than the R1 and so it should, what
with the shaftdrive weight. It’s easier to push
around than the obese Pan, and would
probably be just as easy to manoeuvre as
the ZX-12R if it wasn’t for the stiff steering
damper. While riding, the K1200S feels
heaviest of the lot.
TAYLOR SAYS: It’s heavy, but I could
get used to it in time, as with any bike.
JAMES SAYS: It looks and feels lardy
at low speed, which for someone vertically
challenged like me is daunting at first.
GREGORY SAYS: It’s lighter than the
Pan but feels heavier through the steering.
Turn the bars when stationary and it feels
like it has a flat front tyre.
BMW SAYS: The K1200S is a
completely new bike with no direct
predecessor. It has a low centre of gravity
and competitive weight against hypersport
or sport-tourer bikes – even allowing for the
extra weight of the shaftdrive and ABS. 

The K1200S is lighter than an ABS-
equipped VFR800.

3IS the K1200’s top speed
electronically restricted?

TOP SPEED (MCN TESTED)
YAMAHA R1 185.74mph
KAWASAKI ZX-12R 185.45mph
HONDA PAN EUROPEAN 143.02
BMW K1200S 173.34

BMW SAYS: Top speed is not restricted
on the K1200S and neither is the power in
individual gears.

4HOW close are those 167bhp claims
to reality?

REAR WHEEL MEASURED
POWER (BSD DYNO)

YAMAHA R1 147.9bhp
KAWASAKI ZX-12R 152bhp
HONDA PAN EUROPEAN 107.3bhp
BMW K1200S 143.9bhp

TREV SAYS: Very close. All
manufacturers’ claimed power figures are
measured at the crankshaft. If you allow an
average of 11 per cent power loss through
the gearbox, clutch, drivetrain and all the
bearings in between, the final figure is closer
to the rear wheel measurement. In theory,

YOU’LL just
have to wait
to ride it

‘I never experienced a
high-speed weave or
that loose feeling
when one is about to
happen before or after
the damper was fitted.
Nor did any other
riders I know of’

QUESTIONS
EVERYONE’S BEEN ASKING ABOUT
BMW’S RADICAL NEW SUPERBIKE

ANSWERED:
THE

J BMW K1200S
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The launch of the K1200S also
launched fierce debate. Here we
ask BMW, professional rider and
potential buyers to give their verdict 

W
HEN BMW launched
the K1200S in July it
quickly became one
of the most talked
about bikes of the
year. Initial

comments were very positive: it’s a
radical departure for a manufacturer
known for its solid touring-biased
machines, it puts the very best in
innovative engineering on a sports bike.

But others weren’t quite so favourable:
MCN’s first test of a pre-production
machine showed up problems including

poorly set-up fuel injection and a very
clunky gearbox. And further problems
have emerged since then.

To answer the question every rider
needs to know the answer to – would I
ever trade my bike for one? – we tested
the K1200S against a range of bikes,
using a range of riders, plus gave it the
usual runs on the dyno, on a high-speed
proving circuit and a variety of roads. 

Below you’ll find the answers to the
biggest questions about the machine
that not only breaks new ground for
BMW, but for superbikes as a class.

the K1200S should make 148.63bhp as the
engine loosens up, but that exhaust is so
restrictive we’ll have to wait and see.
The R1’s claimed power is 172bhp and the
ZX-12R’s is 175bhp. 
BMW SAYS: The 167bhp power figure
is measured at the crankshaft.

5HAS all that top end power come at
the cost of usability at lower revs?

TOP GEAR ROLL-ON FROM 
40-120MPH (MCN TEST)

SPEED TIME (seconds)
(MPH) ZX-12R R1 Pan K1200S

50 1.61 1.92 2.06 1.70
60 3.15 3.67 4.21 3.24
70 4.70 5.11 6.58 4.64
80 6.27 6.36 9.10 6.17
90 7.82 7.65 11.74 7.75

100 9.42 9.19 14.50 9.56
110 11.11 10.75 17.50 11.43
120 12.90 12.30 21.85 13.70

TREV SAYS: No, not that you’d notice.
From a rolling start of 40mph the K1200S is
quicker than the R1 up to 80mph, it even
gets away from the ZX-12R between 70-
90mph.

6WHAT aftermarket accessories will be
available?

TREV SAYS: As the bike is new,

makers of aftermarket screens, exhausts,
bodywork and luggage haven’t got to grips
with the bike yet. Exhaust specialists Remus
are big into BMW and are reported to be
working on a stainless steel full race exhaust
(with removable baffles!).
BMW SAYS: Official accessories will
include unique soft/hard expandable 50-litre
panniers, £431; a choice of two sizes of tank
bags (large 20 litre for £150, a smaller 12
litre £108.50 for when a Navigator unit is

fitted); centrestand, £135; alarm, £145;
heated grips, £175; and Navigator II GPS
system, £1473.

7 ARE rumours of a high-speed weave
true?

TREV SAYS: I never experienced a
high-speed weave or that loose feeling when
one is about to happen before or after the
damper was fitted. Nor did any other riders I

know to have ridden the bike. If the revised
K1200S were to weave now I’d look for a
fault elsewhere on the bike.
BMW SAYS: Not at all with production
bikes.

9 I’D never buy a BMW; should this
bike change my mind?

TREV SAYS: Yes. Despite the 

Continues over

THE GUEST TESTERS
GARY GREGORY
Bike: Honda Pan
European
Age: 40
Facts: Gary also owns
a Honda Blackbird, and
used to own a FireBlade

STUART JAMES
Bike: 2004 Yamaha
YZF R1
Age: 40
Facts: Stuart owned a
Kawasaki ZXR750 L1
prior to the R1

RICHARD TAYLOR
Bike: 2004 Kawasaki
ZX-12R
Age: 41
Facts: A big Kawasaki
fan, owned a ZX-9R
before the 12R

BY TREVOR FRANKLIN PICTURES HOWARD BOYLAN

TREV SAYS: On this version
without the electronic suspension
adjustment (ESA) the front end feels
remarkably like a normal softly-
damped telescopic fork shod bike –
you can feel the harshest of bumps
but the smaller stuff is soaked up.
There is a set amount of dive (not
drastic, definitely less than a stock R1)
under braking, and this is fine, but I’d
prefer even less. The ESA, at an extra
£450, allows you to swap between
different suspension set-ups (front and
rear) for different types of riding at the
flick of a switch and is a real
improvement over fiddly manual
adjustment, even allowing you to

adapt the set-up on the move to suit
changing road conditions. The steering
damper (fitted at the last minute to
production bikes) has knackered the
sharp, quick steering feel felt on the
launch bikes and needs more rider
input. On fast A-roads the bike now
feels like a well set-up race bike but
with lazy steering geometry. Stiffening
up the rear shock’s preload to stop the
rear from sitting so low improves the
steering without affecting the
handling.
TAYLOR SAYS: It’s a different
feel – maybe it’ll be even better than
forks. But based on limited experience
with them, I prefer the telescopic forks

of my ZX-12R.  
JAMES SAYS: Feels too vague
for me  – I’d probably shit myself in
the wet although it’s built like an
aircraft carrier so it might be more
suited to running through water.
GREGORY SAYS: I was a bit
worried at first. Just pushing up and
down on the bike the front felt weird
as it went straight down and back up,
not like normal bikes where the front
sinks down and forward. After a few
runs I got used to it, but the
bike was hard to turn
into corners. It’s to
do with the stiff
steering damper.

ABS system is a great aid to road riders

8 DOES THATWEIRD FRONT ENDREALLYWORK?

BETTER than
forks? The jury’s
out on that one

TREVOR FRANKLIN
MCN’s chief road tester, Trev has ridden every
type of bike going. He was also one of the
first people to ride the K1200S back in July.

MCN ROAD TESTER



engine/fuelling problems, dowdy styling and
strange colour scheme it’s a spirited
weapon capable of taking on its
competitors head on. It is a BMW but not in
the traditional (preconception) sense –
144bhp and race-bike-like attitude on open
roads is hardly pipe and slipper material.
TAYLOR SAYS: No, unless you like a
more upright ride.
JAMES SAYS: It’s certainly better
than I’d expected. A lot better. The engine’s
got as much grunt as anyone needs and
the aerodynamics/protection are superb.
But no, basically the Germans need to go
back to the drawing board.
GREGORY SAYS: I’ve never liked
BMWs – styling, performance, image – but
that’s me. I’ve had the chance to abuse this
one to see what it can take and I can say
BMW has gone up in my estimations. 

11WHAT are the brakes like? Can the
ABS system beat a skilled rider on a

non-ABS bike?

BRAKING 70-0MPH
R1 47.69m            PAN 51.93m
K1200S 45.20m   ZX-12R 50.34m

TREV SAYS: THE brakes are simply
superb and the figures confirm it. It even
outbraked our test R1 with a top racer on
board. ABS is so technically advanced now
that for the vast majority of road riders it is
a great aid. And one day it might get to the
point where race bikes too will have ABS.  
JAMES SAYS: I didn’t use the brakes
to the max. However, hauling the beast up
while playing on the A-roads the brakes
seem very responsive, but could do with
more sensitivity, as I like to use two fingers,
not all of them.
GREGORY SAYS: Having a similar
system on my Pan, in my opinion it’s a great

system. I didn’t make use of it on the
K1200S but it does need it as the bike’s
weight is lower than the Titanic and pushes
forward on the brakes.
BMW SAYS: In some specific
circumstances, such as dry road conditions,
it may be possible for a professional rider to
marginally out-brake an ABS equipped bike
– but in the majority of conditions ABS will
provide safety benefits to most riders.

12WILL it hold its value as well as
other BMWs?  

TREV SAYS: As a rule, BMW owners
don’t sell their bikes at the end of the
season like the majority of Japanese sports
bike owners. Traditionally, BMWs clock high
mileages but hold their secondhand value
well. There’s no reason to doubt the
K1200S will be any different. BMW owners
are also very loyal to the brand, and BMW
looks after its customers – it’s not unusual
for bikes with full service history to have
warranty work undertaken after the
warranty has expired. 
BMW SAYS: BMW expects residual
values will be high – and there can be real
cash benefits available to owners via low
BMW Insurance rates on offer. Our
specialist solus dealer network has been
undergoing a major upgrading programme
to offer even better customer support.

13HOW is it most different to other
BMWs?

TREV SAYS: It virtually destroys all
preconceptions of BMW bikes. It handles
and goes like a good one at all angles but
retains touches BMW is famed for –
comfort with mileage, reliability, etc.
BMW SAYS: BMW Motorrad has never
previously built such a high performance
motorcycle – and by entering the sports
bike market with a motorcycle of unique
characteristics, we have a BMW which can
appeal to many more riders in the UK.

14WHAT choice of tyres is there for
the bike? 

TREV SAYS: The stock Metzeler
Sportec M1 tyres have been specifically
designed for the K1200S – with extra
reinforcement on the front tyre and
changes to the compound’s extra
ingredients. The other BMW-approved tyres
presently available are Bridgestone BT014
F-spec, again with differering construction
from the off-the-shelf replacement BT014s.
Both makes are top of the range
replacement fast road/sports bike tyres. 
Mileage is an issue as everyone’s throttle
hand moves differently but you’re likely to
see in the region of 2500-4000 miles.
Avon, Pirelli, Dunlop and Michelin expect to
have recommended fitments soon.

15ARE there any special servicing
needs related to the bike’s

technology? 
BMW SAYS: The K1200S requires
routine-type maintenance only.

16WHY has BMW stuck with a
shaftdrive on a sports bike?

BMW SAYS: BMW has developed and
refined our shaftdrive system over many
years. In its latest lightweight EVO Paralever
version there is minimal detrimental effect
on performance and significant gains in
terms of low maintenance requirements.

17DOES this new engine and chassis
mean all the current other K-series

bikes will be phased out?

BMW SAYS: No, not in the foreseeable
future, as certain models such as the
K1200LT luxury tourer will retain the
current K-series engine.

18WILL they make an even sportier
M version next?

BMW SAYS: The next model variant of
the K1200 will be the K1200R, the naked
160bhp-plus bike MCN revealed in
September. This bike is scheduled for
launch in mid-2005.

19IS it the most versatile motorcycle
ever built?

TREV SAYS: It can travel distance
with the rider in comfort, but so can a Pan
European and that has a bigger tank range
and greater luggage capability. But then a
Pan can’t be hustled at speed. Honda’s
VFR800 is generally known as the best 
all-rounder, and as the K1200S is more
powerful than that and has low
maintenance shaftdrive then it’d be fair to
say the K1200S could be the most versatile
bike ever. I say could – BMW has to iron out
the bike’s teething troubles first.
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TREV SAYS: IT’S an improvement
– but still not perfect. The fuelling is
fluffy below 4500rpm. Partial throttle
openings around the 4000rpm mark
deliver either violently instant drive or a
stutter. It cleans up after 4500rpm.

The gearbox is notchy in the lower
gears – a typical BMW shaftdrive
symptom – and the actual shift action
(clutch actuation lever movement and
gear selection) is very slow. The clutch
lever action is heavy – it ranks
alongside Ducati for finger strain – and
becomes painful in slow traffic and
stop-start town use. When our test bike
arrived with 660 miles the
gearbox/clutch was as quiet as a

sleeping mouse. With 800 miles racked
up it sounded like a mouse with clogs
dancing on a wooden box – just like on
the original launch. Tingling vibration
was starting to creep through the bike
on the overrun at high rpm, stemming
from the back of the motor.
GREGORY SAYS: The clutch hurts
in town; first it was my hand and then
my lower arm.
TAYLOR SAYS: The gearbox is a
revelation over older models, but it still
needs a firm foot when changing gear.
JAMES SAYS: The gearbox startles
small dogs and children riding round
town. After 10 minutes you pray for an
open road to appear, because the

clutch is so heavy.
BMW SAYS: The motorcycles at the
initial press launch were pre-production
models and refinements to the gearbox,
clutch and fuel injection systems have
been made to the bikes which will be
supplied to customers. We do not have
specific details at this time.
DYNO SHOP BSD SAYS: The
bike runs very weak at low revs under
acceleration. Under load and on a
steady throttle the closed-loop fuelling
system can correct the air-fuel ratio but
it seems to stay weak. This could be a
result of BMW complying with soon-to-
appear EU emissions regulations to the
letter.

‘Riding around town
the gearbox startles
small dogs and
children . After 
10 minutes you 
pray for an open 
road to appear’

THE BMW gets a full data examination

20 HAS BMW SORTED THE PROBLEMS WITH THE FUELLING AND GEARBOX?

10 IS IT BETTER THAN MY BIKE?

J YAMAHA R1
TREV SAYS: THE R1 is top of
the superbike class in looks, handling,
and performance and cheaper, too.
But it isn’t as is comfortable over
distance, a bit flighty on most A and
B-road road surfaces and the rider
needs to have his chin piece on the
tank to get out of the windblast. If
balls-out performance with a bike
styled to thrill is your bag (like me)
then the R1 should be your choice. 

JAMES SAYS: I wouldn’t swap
my R1 for a K1200S. It felt ‘wallowy’ to
me. I need more feedback from the
front, which I found vague – it didn’t
instil any confidence in me through
Bruntingthorpe’s high speed bends.
Still, it did give moments of pure
enjoyment on fast twisty A-roads –
stacks of grunt when required.

TEST DATA K1200S: 0-160mph in
16.21s, Standing 1/4 mile in 10.80s
@ 136.25mph
R1: 0-160mph in 13.16s, 
Standing 1/4 mile in 10.50s @
145.72mph

J PAN EUROPEAN
TREV SAYS: THE Pan is second
only to BMW’s own K1200LT in the
luxury tourer stakes. It’s also a
workhorse through its reliability and
speed with good luggage capability.
Police forces and other services
worldwide have fleets of the buggers.
But I’d sooner have the K1200S, even
though it doesn’t come with any
decent luggage carrying capability as
the Pan does. I could carry a pillion
too and there’d be no complaints. 

GREGORY SAYS: There’s no
way I’d swap – the K1200S is a mile
away from the Pan – the Pan’s weight,
size and riding position makes it more
like a comfortable armchair. The build
quality of the BMW is suspect – pop
rivets holding the rear master cylinder
bracket!

TEST DATA K1200S: Tank size: 19
litres. Fuel consumption 43.3mpg @
70mph. Tank range: 180 miles.
PAN: Tank size: 29 litres. Fuel
consumption 46.3mpg @ 70mph.
Tank range: 295 miles.

J ZX-12R
TREV SAYS: THE ZX-12R is the
closest rival to the K1200S as a true
sports-tourer – Suzuki’s Hayabusa
doesn’t scratch as well. The ZX-12R
has fully adjustable suspension to suit
any rider and road conditions, and a
seriously powerful but tractable
1199cc engine. Until BMW sorts out
the K1200S engine shortfalls, this
would be my choice.

TAYLOR SAYS: The K1200S
was a pleasant surprise considering it’s
a BMW, but the engine’s not as
smooth (bit woolly between 2000-
3500rpm) as my ZX-12R and the
styling’s not to my liking. It’s comfy but
the bars are too upright for my six-
feet plus height. 

TEST DATA K1200S: 0-100mph in
5.87s, SS 1/4 mile in 10.80s @
136.25mph, Tank size: 19 litres.
Economy: 43.3mpg @ 70mph.
ZX-12R: 0-100mph in 5.75s, SS 1/4
mile in 10.65s @ 140.31mph, Tank
size: 18 litres, Economy: 38.4mpg @
70mph.

K1200S R1
Handling 7 6 8 9
Engine 7 8 9 8
Brakes 9 8 8 8
Chassis 6 5 8 9
Suspension 7 6 8 8
Steering 7 6 8 9
TREV’S TOTAL 43 49
JAMES’S TOTAL 39 51

K1200S PAN
Comfort 8 9 7 10
Slow town 6 7 8 9
High speed 9 10 5 9
Weather protect 7 7 9 10
Pillion comfort 7 8 8 10
Instruments 8 7 9 10
TREV’S TOTAL 45 46
GREGORY’S TOTAL 48 58

K1200S ZX-12
Comfort 8 9 7 9
Slow town 6 6 8 8
High speed 9 8 10 9
Handling 8 8 8 8
Engine 8 8 9 9
Value 7 9 9 7
TREV’S TOTAL 46 51
TAYLOR’S TOTAL 48 50

SLIM rear with 
gorgeous wheel 

From previous page

Rated out of 10 Rated out of 10 Rated out of 10



23WHY did BMW choose those
weird colour schemes?

TREV SAYS: Only the designer knows
the answer. What most people think is it
looks bloody awful, and the yellow is worse.”
BMW SAYS: The styling of the two
multi-coloured models has been generally
well received by potential purchasers,
though some will no doubt opt for the
single colour versions (granite grey and
indigo blue) with the silver frame available
in the New Year.

24WHEN can I buy or test one?
What’s the waiting list like? How

much is it?
BMW SAYS: All BMW dealers will have
demo bikes available for customers to test
ride  when the camshaft problem is
resolved. We expect the first customers to
take delivery of their bikes at the end of the
year. The order situation will vary between
dealers as they all have an individual
allocation of bikes based on their
anticipated local demand. It costs £9750
(standard), £10,545 (with ABS). ESA is a
£450 option on the ABS bike only.
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TREV SAYS: Neither of the two
versions available (one with electronic
activated suspension and one without)
which MCN rode at the launch suffered
from headshakes or the like. Not even
with the EAS model set in sports
(firmer) mode. Since then a steering
damper has been fitted which has
stiffened the steering no end. Pushing it
about can be hard work, unlike an R1
say, and small changes of direction
need more input through the bars. For
example, when following a car at
50mph and you spot a manhole cover,
you can’t just zip around it.

BMW SAYS: The launch bikes were
pre-production models, only some of
which were fitted with steering
dampers, which is why some bikes may
have exhibited different characteristics.
A steering damper is now fitted as
standard to ensure high speed stability
especially when alternative tyres may
be fitted by customers. The machine’s
warranty would be unaffected if the
steering damper was removed, unless
there was a related fault caused by its
removal. In the event of an accident,
the insurance company may take any
change to a standard bike into account.

22 WHAT’S IT LIKE CLOSE UP?

CLOCKS glow orange at night

REMOTE oil tank lives under seat

REAR shock remote preload adjuster

EXHAUST meets every regulation

EASY-ACCESS spoke-mounted tyre valve

MIRRORS are best in the business

LIGHTWEIGHT shaft drive handles 144bhp

THE wasp-like black
and yellow version

21 DOES IT NEED THE STEERING DAMPER?

‘It would be fair to say the
K1200S could be the most

versatile bike ever. I say
could – BMW has to iron

out the bike’s teething
troubles first’


